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Foreword
SOCIETY'S RESPONSIBILITY in the 1960's is no less for the

youth in our small high schools than for those in our large com-
prehensive high schools. A sound education, commensurate

with ability, is the heritage of all.
The extremely small high school is necessarily limited in its educa-

tional offerings. While the school reorganization movement has ad-
yanced significantly since World War II in combining small school
districts, the numtier of extremely small high schools remains propor-
tionately great. During the school year of 1958-59, over 8,000 of the
Nation's 19,000 high schools enrolled fewer than 200 studelit&

In such small schoolsparticularly thaw in relatively isolated
areas with little chance of becoming largerwhat can be done to im-
prove instruction ? The story of the experiments conducted in some
of them in order to bring about such improvement is the basis of this
study. The results of these experiments will not be availably for
some time, but such results will bear a close look.

Increasingly, our progress in many educational areas is being de-
teriained by the findings of research. Progress in improving the
small high school is certainly no exception. Other types of elementary
and secondary schools, specifically larger high schools, may also bene-
fit from much of the research in progress and that which is projected
as described in these pagee.

The Office of Education appreciates the time and efforts contrib-
uted to this study by personnel of the Catskill Area Project in Small
School Design, the Rocky Mountain Area Project for Small High
Schools, the Midwest Program on Airborne Television Instruction,
the Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc., and the Ford Founda-
tion. The use of the excellent photographs, in particular, was pos-
sible only through their generosity.
J. DAN HULL
Director
Inatruction, Organization,
and .Services Branch

E. GLENN FEATHERSTON

Assistant Commissioner
Division of State and
Local School Systems
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Introduction
DEFINITION: "revolutionize, v f 3 To change completely .''

This is the story of some promising developments which
could conceivably revolutionize the instructional programs

of our small rural high schools.. Some of theme developments are :4)
new that they aril in the experimental stage; others are quite old and
of demonstrated soundness but have simply never "caught on." Many
of those developments have significant implications for our secondary
schools of al) sizes in all locations, and some of them, where appro-
priately modified, hive significance for other educational institutions
serving other age levels.

All of these developments are at this moment being tried experi-
mentally in some public high school.. Indisputable conclusions as to
the success or failure of such developments may not be known for
several years; in fact, evaluative critpria are admittedly not yet
firmly established, while control groups have been too often tacking;
but the empirical evidence would Seem to indicate that there are
many developments here of promise botit4o the future experimenter
and the present practitioner in our schools. 4°

. We have known for some time beyond any reasonable doubt that
we will continue to have for many years several thousand small high
schools enrolling several million of our young people annually. Fur-
thermore, we have evidence that far too often the young people in
such schools unfortunately have not received a comparable education

--1' to that of their peers in larger schools.
.

How can their education be improved ? There is no single answer
to this question, but most suggested answers relate to the newt for
further school district reorganization. Excellent progress has been
made in this regard, but we still have over 35,000 operating school
districts in our 50 States. The realignment and combining of these ,
districts depend on the local voting citizens, and it is a responsibility
that must be met.

Are the current systematic movements to improve small high
schools in opposition to the school district reorganization movements
The answer is an unqualified no. They are simply designed to offer.

1
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2 RURAL RENAISSANCE

assistance now to all small high schools and to cffer future assistanceto the high schools which will remain relatively small before or after
reorganization plans are effected.

Dr. Elbie Gann, Assistant. Commissioner for the Colorado State
Department of Education, has coined a phrase which aptly describesthe schools under consideration. He refers to them as the "neces-
sarily existent" small high schools which should be improved becauseof their smallnessnot in spite of it. Dr. Gann and all others con-
cerned with this problem recognize that the school district reorgani-zation movement has eliminated, fortunately, thousands of "unneces-sarily existent" small school districts, and it will continue to combinemany more of them into larger operating units. However, manyhigh schools will remain small after all possible reorganization hasbeen effected, while others will exist for an indefinite period. prior to
reorganization.

These schools need and deserve help.
It is impossible to define precisely the "small high school." Never-

theless, the attempt, must be made with the understanding that a"gray" area exists here between the large and the small. There isgeneral consensus among the experts that any high school, regardlessof its organization, which enrolls fewer than 200 pupils is mail.It would usually enroll fewer than 40 in the senior class. The factorof relative geographical isolation, however, is a vital one in this re-spect and must also be given proper consideration. Within this
context a suburban schOol enrolling 190 might not be as "small" asan isolated school enrolling 250 in a relatively remote region of our
Nation.

We use the figure 200 merely because it is safe to say that all high
schools below this figure are certainly quite small and that most of
them are in dire need of assistance. It must, of course, be noted that
many schools enrolling somewhat more than 200 may be considered
"too small" by some, but our concern here is with the small, relativelyisolated high school, and this is our delimitation.

The latest available statistics for 1958-59 indicate there were 8,084
small schools (as we have delimited the term) and that they had en-rolled in them 1,650,030 pupils. It is a matter of conjecture' how
much these figures will be reduced in the next 10 years, but there is
considerable doubt that the reduction will be a truly significant one.In any event the current figures are rather formidable ones when it
is recognized that these represent 42 percent of all our 19,191 high
schools (excluding junior high schools) and 20 percent of the 814
million young people. enrolled in our high schools.

Is



REVITALIZING SMALL HIGH SCHOOLS 3
Here, then, is the story of the first modifications to have beenbrought about in recent years which involve broad experimentations

designed to improve the instructional programs of small high schools.With minor exceptions such experiments are concerned wholly withadministrative techniquesthe IA-elmsfor making possible the endresult of more effective learning. What is to be learnedor coursecontentis the supreme challenge yet to be met. Perhaps this studycan contribute directly to identification of improved means and in-directly to a successful meeting of the challenge ahead.
-Extensive references are made throughout this study to the Catskill

Area Project in Small School Design (CAP) and the Rocky Moun-tain Area Project for Small High Schools (RMAP). These twoprojects have much in common and constitute the broadest and mostintensive series of organized experiments designed to improve smallhigh schools that we have ever known. Both projects are composedof many cooperating school districts which began their fourth andfinal experimental school year of operations in September 1960.The organizational structure and operational plan of the projectsdiffer considerably, but each project has received major financial sup-port from the Ford Foundation's Fund for the Advancement of Edu-
cation. For detailed information beyondlhat presented in this studycontact:

Ralph G. Bohrson, Director
RMAP
State Department of Education
Denver 2, Colo.

and

James J. Sampson, Coordinator
CAP
215 Home Economics .Building
State University College of Education
Oneonta, N. Y.



Promising Experimentation
t

S S WE ENTER the decade of the sixties carrying with us the
same unsolved educational problems of too many students, toofew teachers, inadequate facilities, and a pressing need forcurricular revision, our educators are aware as never before that thereis no panacea button waiting to be pushedno single remedy waitingto be found which will solve any one or any group of the most vexingproblems. The surest gains in the direction of eventual solutions willcome about only through sound research and through experimentaltesting, in school settings, of promising hypotheses.

The results of such experiments currently and in the years aheadneed wider immediate publicity than they have received in the past.This seems particularly important for our small high schools so oftenlocated in relatively isolates, rural settings. There, the typical edu-cational problems mentioned above, with the exception of "too manystudents" are more acute than in urban communities. The problemsaffecting rural schools, are interlocked, and improvement in any onearea will assist in solving problems in the other areas.

Technological Communications

The advance of technological developments and their accompikny-ing experimental applications to education need to be watched closelyby those leaders responsible for improving our small high schOola.It is in such schools that the acute shortage of teachers and the sharplimitation on possible course offerings in the curriculum defy direct
solution. Indirectly, the educational implications of advancementsin technological communications offer much promise. Specifically,the promise rests in the area of stored knowledge.
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In a "necessarily existent" small high school lacking sufficient
teachers and appropriate advanced courses, t14-nse of stored knowl-
edge which could be transmitted electronically wcnild have obvious

7 advantages. CeAain basic and elementary presentations of informa-
tion would need to be prepared but once and recordeCtelectronically
for repeated use; advanced lessons to be used by gifted stNents could
be similar* recorded; and other materials recorded by out4cle agen-
cies on vialeo tape, film, audio tape, and automated self-teaching de-
vices could be further utilized.

Under such circumstances, maximum use could be made of the
valuable time of the available professional teachers, and specialized
advanced-learning courses would be available to those students who
need them. If the current experimentation proves the feasibility of
such plans, greater job satisfaction on the part of the teacher should
result, and at the same time, more able young people would be at-
tracted to the teaching profession.

How could such plans be implemented ? Educators, engineers,
and technicians have simultaneously conducted certain necessary re-
search in this area in a variety of laboratory settings throughout the
Nation. They are talking increasingly of a master control schoci14-
room containing an "electronic bank." Here would be "stored" in a
completely new sense (electronically) the 'video and audio tapes,
films, teaching machine programs, all necessary transmittal and re-
ceiving equipment, and other familiar audiovisuil equipment already
in general use. A new type of school employee, an educator trained
in special technical competencies, would be in charge of the bank.

In a building constructed on this premise, the entire school would
be geared to this master room, the "nerve center" for electronic oper-
ations. Scheduling and programming would be matters of top prior-
ity in making full utilization of these educational tools. Each room
would be in effect a complete receiving studio attache to the master
room, and the only limitation on the use of electronic devices would
be the imagination of the teacher. This must seem radical, indeed,
to a teacher who may be require(' to order in April a short film to be
shown at 2 o'clock on February 12 of the following year.

Students in large groups, small groups, or individually--and
sibly in one "room"would benefit from such advanced technological
communications. Through the use of flexible partitioning, the physi-
cal limits of this "room" could be quickly changed at any time to
satisfy a particular need, for this new concept does not include the
traditional rectangular classroom with its stationafry walls. (See
sketch of school building unit on page 7.)
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The plan of an octagonal-shaped building in which maximum use will be madeof the many mechanical and electronic aids to education. Sixteen classroomsof different sizes will ring a "bank" equipped for TV, slides, films, tapes, and
projected writing. The instructor, at the touch of a button, will be able to
bring any one of these into his classroom. Robert Fitch Smith, Architect.

A7

Sketch of a school building unit slowing one at the possible partitioning
arrangements.
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An alternate plan for a group of quite small schools in a givenlocality might involve a mobile electronics center. (Such a mobile
center could also augment the program of a group of schools in the
process of developing their own master rooms.) All electronic de-vices could be constructed in a compartment on a truck which could
move from school to school. Certain limitations are obvious, but thesharing of expenses by several schools would be an attractive feature,and a moble center could play an especially vital role in the transition
stage of moving from the status quo to electronic banks.

Certain existing buildings might be remodeled slightly in order to
experiment with the possibilities of an electronics center. A central
classroom could be converted into such a center, but the advantagesof flexibility would be limited. The scheduling problem would be
particularly acute as classes or certain groups of students would haveto be rotated in order to make use of the central studio. Certainother devices could be installed in many of the existing classrooms,but this Would probably be too costly to be considered generally:

Here, then, are three alternatives for setting up an electronics cen-ter to serve a school. Decisions would have to be made by informed
laymen, teachers, and administrators as to what electronic tools
should be included in such a center. What prethe tme could be effec-
tively made of eaeh tool in each of the subject areas ? The answer tothis question provides the key to any planning program for the useof any specific electronic device.

TV viewers of the 1960 political conventionfinOtnessed an excellent
example of the use of the "electronic bank." While an important
session on the convention floor was receiving "live" coverage, three
equally important newsworthy group meetings, simultaneously in
progress, were videotaped by three separate camera crews. The video
tapes were then stored in the "bank" in the network control room for
future selective use. Moments later, or hours later, when the conven-
tion floor activities were of less immediate interest, one or more of
the three group meetings, recorded earlier on video tape, were selected
and shown to the Nation's 122 million viewers.

There would seem to be significant implications for education in
this commerical prototype. Moreover, the entire field of technolog-
ical communications is advancing with such speed that each develop-
ment will have to be given close scrutiny. We have sufficient evidence
now that this area of technology does not constitute a 21st century
dream. Rather, the technological know-how, undergoing constant
refinement, is here : the primary task is to determine its specific uses
in our schools.
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NOr If uses are found, what would.be the cost? It is far too early to

determine ultimate costs for the mass production of such conununica-
tion facilities, but the relationship between costs for buildings and
for facilities is a pertinent factor. Dr. Harold M. Clark, noted
economist at Teachers College, Columbia University, has studied in-
tensively the vital factor of school building costs. He found that in
the building programs for both industry and schools at the beginning
of this century, 75 percent of the total capital outlay was spent on
buildings while 25 percent was expended for facilities and equipment
in the buildings.

In 1960 the percentages for industry were exactly reversed, while
the percentages for sclkools remains essentially as they were 60 years
ago.

The related school problems of buildings, facilities, and costs are
given detailed treatment in two new publications by the Educational
Facilities Laboratories:

The Cost of a Schoolhouse
and

Design for Err: Pk:nosing for Schools with Television.
Copies may be obtained without charge by writing:
Educational Facilities lAboratories
477 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N.Y.

A single set of figures projected by one serious but imaginative
educator in this area of technology serves to highlight the implica-
tions of such possible changes. His estimate is that each student in
such a proposed school of the future would spend one-half of his
time in school securing information through technological communi-
cations. This would approximate 500 hours per school year per
student.

A final sobering thought abouldibe given to all those interested in
advancing the quality of instruction in small high schools. Lime
schools are moving rapidly now toward the utilization of technologi-
cal communications. The admitted existing gap between the quality,
of instruction in large and small schools could thus be widened
rapidly, and if the mall schools should not move forward at all in
electronic developments, the gap might become a chasm that might
result in the abandonment by the public of most small high schools.

Where do we currently stand in the development and use of these
new devices? No more than exploratory work his been begun in
the development of such electronic facilities as those which would
compose the bank of a master control room. In fact, video tapes for

41.
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internal school use and the equipment to make their use possible arevirtually nonexistent.
On the other hand, the development of relatively crude, mechanicalteaching machines is underway; the best use of television is continu-ously being explored under all conditions; complete courses on filmand other types of filmed programs look promising; and the use ofmagnetic audio tape has, after a considerable delay, reached theschool in impressive proportions. Let us examine each of thesedevelopments.

Teaching Machines

The Rationale

Teaching machines involve such radically new concepts andprocedures that exploration is still in its early stages, and eventhe general nomenclature used to describe the machines or the pro-cess is subject to controversy. "Teaching machines" seems to be theterm gaining most acceptance, but others currently in use are"educational automktion," "learning machines," "programmed selfinstruction," "programmed teaching materials," and "automatedteaching devices." One's preference among these terms (tot all ofthem synonymous) depends largely upon the semantics of thephrases : still other terms will undoubtedly be introduced in thisarea.
Nevertheless, it is clear that here is a new method of learningbuilt on the premise that self-instruction can proceed, with orwithout a teacher, through the use of a programmed text orprogrammed machine which is operated manually. (Electrpnicmachines hold tremendous potential, according to the experimenters,but are still in the planning stage. The prototypes will undoubtedlybe quite costly.) The premise, however, must be qualified : thismethod is a sound process for imparting knowledge and stimulatingindividual thinking only in those subject areas such as mathematics,languages, and the sciences, where there is general agreement onexact answers in skill learnings. Claims in other learnings, it mustbe noted, are not generally advanced.

Contemporary self-instruction techniques have their roots in stud-ies flied explored by experimental psychologists at least 45 yearsago. From an idea conceived in 1915, the noted educational psy-choloist, Sidney L. Prawn, reported on his "machine" in anobscure article, "A Simple Apparatus Which Gives Tests and Scores,
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A attxtent operates a mechanical teaching machine. ". . . tbe- learner proceeds
at his own rate . . ."

and Teaches," in the March 20, 1926 issue of School and Society.
After a ldng period of dormancy the idea was very recently reintro-
duced and is being nourished by another noted psychologist, B. F.
Skinner. After mechanizing the training of an imbecile white rat,
Professor Skinner theorized that mechanized learning for human
beings should be possible. Some 80 experimental reports have been
announced by other researchers in the last two years. Such studies
have assumed that certain objective 'earnings take place most effec-
tively in a "tutorial system." Other learnings take place best, of
course, in small group and large group situations.

A further 'premise of the teaching machine exponents is that even
in the area of objective learnings we have had to rely on group
situations simply because we have had far more students than
tutors. This has posed serious problems of inefficiency in the
teaching-learning process,- since we have tended to teach whole
groups at the learning rate of the average student. This has resulted
too often in failing to teach the slower learners, while holding back,
simultaneously, the gifted group.

67880 0-411-3
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In areas of objective learning's, therefore, w4 find a return to thetutorial system with a "tutor". (the machine or programmed text-book), for each student. The assumption is that each studentproceeds at hu own beat learning rate in the delicate process ofteaching himself, using t carefully controlled technique in the devel-opment of which a trained psychologist, a subject matter specialist,and trained programmers have pooled their skills. A logical, sys-tematic and psychologically sound lesson is thus produced.The theoretical procedure is to present the lesson in small steps(the Socratic teaching procedure basically) giving the learnerimmediate knowledge of resultsi.e., the psychologist's "reinforce-ment" for a correct response or the correction of the erroneousretiponBe. Working independently of other students, the learnerproceeds at his own rate with the teaching machine or the pro-grammed textbook.
The potential educational advantages of a programmed method oflearning were recently summarized by Donald K P. Smith in theMichigan Education Journal of March 1960:

"Ilvery studag is contintiouly involved with a twit 4°
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Many values of programmed learning have been claimed. The following
appear to be the most important And the most defensible:
1. Every student is continuously involved with the task, a condition seldom

obtained in the classroom.
2. Learning is completely self-paced; the learner can proceed as slowly or

as rapidly as his ability requires.
3. Motivation to learn bermes very great as a result of the continued

success built into the prtvram.
4. The teacher is relieved of the responsibility for insuring routine learn-

ing, thus leaving time for the development of creative and critical
thinking skills.

The construction of a sequence of learning steps which the student
follows constitutes the teaching machine program. This is at the
heart of the entire concept.

Such a program would be a work of art as well as a wience and
would be based on complete knowledge of a subject. Few experts
currently exist with the requisite skill and knowledge. Nevertheless,
the development of such experts is being emphasized, for the future
of the teaching machine method may fundamentally rest on the
development of this new educational speciesthe program specialist.

The Reality

While the implications of the research and experimentation in
the teaching machine field of programmed and automated self-in-
struction have been impressive, there has until recently been a
complete lack of trial in the classrooms on any significant Beak.
For a listing of the research and speculation on this controversial
subject, consult

rewriting 1143044mm and Programmed Learning, Department of Audio Visual
Inatruction, National Education Association, Washington, D.C. A. A.
Luntadaine and R. Glaser, editors. 1960
"Teaching Machims: An Anwtated Bibliography"
Audio-Visual Commusiration Review (Supplement I), N'ol. 8, No. Z 1900
Edward B. Fry and Oben.

However, on February 1, 1960, the Roanoke, Virginia, public
schools began an experiment in teaching elementary algebra through
the use of teaching machines. For an entire semetAer, 34 typical
eighth grade pupils---each working with his individual machine and
with a teacher supervising the group but giving no helpattempted
to teach themselves beginning algebra. The experimenters state that
the year-long course (usually offered in the ninth grade) was come
pkted by the eighth graders in one der or half the usual time.
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It is further stated that a majority of the students showed *an"excellent grasp" of the subject as indicted- by results of standardachievement wkAs. No lectur&A claAsroom demonstrations, textbooks,or homework wet;'#ust-A.
These claims an certainly astounding.
During the past year there was no intention of conducting acontrolled experiment but merely of determining whether or notalgebra could be taught Kik_ iy by a teaching machine. Firms results-vm to indicate that it can.
For the school year 1960----61 experimental control groups are lei4,

establisheA in Roanoke, as the project is cunt under the spon-twship of Encyclopaedia Britannica Films and a grant from theCarnegie Foundation in cooperation with Dr. Allen Calvin ofHollins Colley Elementary and intermediate aljr,ebra and planegeometry each are being taught to three group --_. on a controlled basis:for example, one math group u a pmigrammed textbook and nohelp; a socond math group wAits conventional materials with a teacheronly; and a third math gmup u a combination of the teacher andthe progranrnwi textlx)ok411 The same teacher (acting only as a,monitor for the fir:4 group) is being used with each of the math group.Future plans for experimentation in this one project call for theadaptation of materials to teaching machines and programmed text-books and further actual claroorn trial of these devices for thefollowing subjects : solid analytical geometry ; t rigonomet ry ; andtwo academic years of inst rust ion in each of four )anguag----French,Spanish, C' an, and English. (A tentative research finding fromanother sour t* indicates that the grammar of a language may belearned best on teaching machin, while the speaking of a languagemay be learned more effectively from tapes.)
Such developments could have significant implications for theNation's small high schools. Present plans of this project indicatethat these programmed materials will he available in September 1961.

One.commercial firm anticipates it will be able to deliver an entire"park " year's eour to the student at a total cosA of about $10.
For information concerning the projects write:

Dr. John R. Everett, Chancellor
New York City's Institutions of Higher Learning
New York, New York
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Dr. E. W. Ru *bton
Superintendent of :itchoots
Raanokei Virginia

It will be important also to watch for announces ents from other
ri.tt-47farv,h projects underway on various teaching machines at Ear !ham
College, Hamilton College, Harvard, Illinois, Indiana, and Arizona
State Universitiw. There is also a newly-founded Aut- tated T (Oki-

Su. tan available in libraries.

Midwest Program on Airborne Tele-
vision Instruction MPATI) The
Rationale

This Hide, project utilizing educational tele-
vision will begin experimentally sometime in the
spring of 1961., when Niucational courses on video
tape will be telecast from an airplane flying at high
altitude over north-central Indiana By elevating
the transmitter a few miles above the earth, its
geomphic coverage will be greatly expanded be-
yond the limits of a ground-I)&1 transmitter.
Thus, it will be of be,nefit in particular to schools in
small towns and rural areas. The telecast will be

rek,eived on TV sets in the clawooms of some 1(X) area whool systems
which have elected to participate in the initial experiment for three
hours per day, four days per week. The course of eringN will be corn-
pooed of subjects for elementary schools MVOndiry schools and
collegm

A full academic year of telecasts will then egin on September 11,
1D61 and continue until May 24, -1962. A potential audience or class
of 5,000,000 students in 13,000 schools LS involved.

These are the plans in brief for MPATI.
Even though the first staff_ members did not arrive at Purdue

University headquarters to begin work on this massive educational
experiment until the autumn of 1959, misunderstandings by the
public as to the basic plans of MPATI are already legion and
classic: someone wondered whether there was enough subject matter
in "airborne education" to justify so many courses on it ; anger was
concerned lei regular classes at Purdue be uixset by that airplane
circling round and round each day; and still another worrier was
concerned for the t6acher in that, airplane trying to do fractions at
the blackboard in that heavy parachute.
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The courses will be mathematics, music., history and similar sub-jects, with the only direvt relationship to "airborne education" beingthe airborne TV transmitter Nuipment in the plane; Purdue studentswill scarcely be disturbed by the DC6AB which will fly at anassigned altitude of 263,(0) feet in a circle of 10 miles radius, withthe community of Montpelier, Indiana, as the approximate center.The teachers who will be seen on hundreds of televised lessons willhave been videotaped in omfortahle modern stud; -lis long before thefirst flight is made. A glance at the curriculum pi=nned for 1961-62reveals the range of courses which will he telecaIn addition to the current and future doubts in some quarters asto the possibilities and potentialities of such a revolutionary ap-proach to education, misunderstandings will probably continue. Butwe shall ail be in 4 better to evaluate the program tenta-tively in the summer of 161, Nand by the summer of 1962, thestrengths and weaknesses of such a program should be quite clear.

A DC6AB in flight employs a 30 foot sending antenna to beam Instructional(*images into midwestern schools.
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It is far too early to hazard predictions of success or failure;
however, that this is a serious endeavor sponsored and performed
by a group of diligent and dedicated educators with broad exmri-
ence, there can be no doubt.

CURRICULUM OF COURSES PLANNED FOR THE MPATI
1961-62

iditeth ofELEMENTARY LEVEL
Daps piff dam

week (minutes)*Elementary Science, Grades 3-4 4 20*Elementary Science, Gradt 5-6 4 20Elem. Social Studies, Grades 3-4 4 20Elem. SocW Studies, Grades 5-6 4 20
*Arithmetic, Grade 6 4
Arithmetic for gifted Elem. Children 4 Z)
Language Arts, Grades 3-4 4 20
Language Arts, Grades 5-6 4 20
Beginning Spanish, Grades 8-6 4 20Spanish for Elem. Teachers

1 15
*Beginning French, Grades 3-6 4 20
French for Elem. Teachers

1 15*Art, Grades 1-3 20
*Art, Grades 4-6 2 20
*Music, Grades 1-3 2 20
*Music, Grades 4-6 2 20

SECONDARY LEVEL

Genes Science for Junior El
*Physics for Senior fli
Biology for Senior Hi (AIRS Films)

*American History. for Senior Hi
*World History and Geography
*American Government and Civics
Beginning Spanish for Junior Hi

*Amer. Literature and Composition
Guidance for Junior and Senior ili

Coweas Lavzt,

Mathematics (Continental ClassrwmFilm)
*Chemistxy (Continental ClassroomFilm)
College Russian

Elementary offerings
Secondary offerings
College aerings

Total

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
1

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

5 30
5 30
4 30

Hours
per week Perces(

164= 41.25
16%= 41.25

=r. 17.50

40 =106 00
*The e0 11f1011 starred above are teitativigy Owned for ttheast diving the ftramstratkm peeled ced-ing May 26, 1961.
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It is not our purpose here to discus the merits and drawbacks ingeneral of educational TV as a method of instruction or tool. It istoo broad a field to be trtutted here, and our focus is on just one facetof it. The question everywhere coming more to the fore today is,"How can we best use TV in our schools!" not "Should we or-shouldwe not use TV in our schools?"
Experiments in educational TV are continuing on a rather massivescale. For example, we notethat the U.S. Commissioner of Educa-tion, under the provisions of the National Defense Education Actof 1958, has made 115 separate grants for various experimentationsin educational media of which 42 deal specifically with educationalTV.
One of the most promising features of educational TV throughMPATI is its design for the small high schools of the Midwest.Here is an opportunity to bring instruction via TV to even themost isolated school. In fact, the experiment is cmsidered to bepilot project for similar regional projects in other 'scums of thecountry. It has even been suggested that eventually a relativelysmall number of aircraft be used to provide coatto-coast educa-tional television coverage.
Meanwhile, MPATI will work immediately to establish and insure

cooperation with educators and lay groups in the six-State regice.A detailed plan for securing cooperation is now in effect. Forexample, two teacher-educatim courses related to elemmtary foreignlanguages are included in the prwramming, for it is recognizedthat most elementary schools will have no qualified teacher in this

At this point, it may be well to examine the nature of instructionalTV. The following three patterns of inftruction may be identi&d
1. Direct and total butruction

This is typified by the well-kwwn Oontinental Mimeo= Mm *Nees,Independent learning by mature atulalts is possgbie with no teacherpresent other than the studio imAructor. This plesentatkm is Madused in the public schools, and it Is expected to muds so.
2. Major resoaree

The course on vichto tape become the major maw(' presentatkmThe classroom teacher coordinates and arranges for secomiary claintromnactivities with the mac., but tiw primary reftimisibility rats withthe studio teacMr. A foreign language pratentattem for elennataryschools would be an exam0e.
a. Rapplementary Ustrtsetion

The primary responsibility for Instruction seas with the (gammonteacher, while the Audio teacher plans enrichment illustrations andpresentations. An examigs would be a weekly tape in MO powsonalguidance area.
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"How can we belt roe TV?" The piOesidenal tedminr finds a new tod tostrengths' existing toted practices.

Most TV inttrwthm in our elementary and secondary schools willfall between types 2 and 8.
It is ccoulitaitly recognized and reiterated by the experimentersin TV that their efforts are predicited upon one important assump-dm for precollege learning: TV is a new TOOL. TV can neverreplace clusromn teachers; in fact, only among the uninitiated issuch it thought ever voiced. It maid be as foolhardy for educatorsto reject TV arbitrarily as it would be for them to assume that themoment of eliminating classroom teachers had arrived.
Educators in our mall high schools should observe clopely theresults of MPATI in order to determine the extent to which itachieves its four stated Imposes:

To broaden the rouge of editeothmal ~no available to many selux4s.
To tamale Um) 'sent, of (Warhol In schools and colleges wince re-sources are unavailable or immkquate at Tautest
To th there at a omit that hitless than that for a comparable increaseIn quality widowed by Wier mans.
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To conduct the init4a1 program in a manner that will mist the develop-
ment of a permanent facility for the long-range management and financing
of the airborne instructional program by local and State educational au-
thorities.

Thousands of profonal workers will be involved directly in
this program before even the maiden flight of the DOIAB. But it is-
evident that a tremendous burden\of responsibility rester on the 18
talented and experienced classroom teachers who were selected from
among several hundred temcher-applicants..

In a profession two often geared to parsimonious measures it
should be hirtAining to teachers everywhere to find a $7 million
investment which rests princiiAlly on the talents of 18 quite repre-
sentative classroom teachers. (A $4.5 million appropriation from the
Ford Foundation constitutes the principal contribution to this
project.)

On one focal point in the profefsion of education today all diver-
gent elements are repeatedly converging. That is the mutual desire
to improve learning. We do not yet know what contributim, if any,
MPATI will make in this direction, but Dr. Samuel Brownell,
MPATI Chairman, Superintendent of Schools for Detroit and
formerly U.S. Commissioner of Education, has summarized its
intent in these words:

Hundreds of important deditiQUII have had to be made by hundreds of
educators, technicians and others to bring us to even this stage of develop-
ment Despite relentless deadline, however, quality has been the watch-
word.

If all who read theme wordsand who are assisting or partkipating in
this program in any waywill help us adhere to the highest standards,
then the aid product cannot WI, but emerge as a substantial contribution
to the quality of education in American classrooms.

Results of neither this nor any experiment can ever be wholly
anticiinted, however. Consider for a moment the meamge written
recently by a young boy in a TV course to the studio teacher he
had never met, "You are the first teacher I've ever had who under-
stood me."

Rather than representing an atypical observation by our new
generation, this remark may become a minor classic in illustrating
the many new forces which will shape educational theory and
practice during the 1960's.

All letters of inquiry requesting materials on the technical and
educational aspects of the program will be forwarded to the proper
authorities if directed to
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Dr. B hte D. Godbold
MPATI Vice Pratident
Memorial Center
Purdue University
Lafayette, Ind.

Filmed Courses

10,

21

In a conscientious effort to take advantage of all available new
devices in the area of technological communications many small
high schools have tried out some of the new filmed courws. How-
ever, initial reactions are quite mixed and it same far too early to
determine the powible use of thew cours in small schools.

Lack of adequate criteria for filmed courses is a wrious drawback,
but the same criteria can be applied to both filmed courses and TV
courses on video tape. mouse of the increasing development of
thermoplastic and video tapes, di* filmed mums may well become
oimolete, but they certainly fill a present need during the develop-
mental phase of this type of communications.

Of courw, w many of theme promising new practices are inter-
relatiK1 that it bwomes difficult to examine any one in iKolation. The
team-teaching concept is essential to the effectiveness of either
mftlium; filmed musses have been useti in a multiple -clams Eetting;
teacher amistants have been used, in presenting the films; and other
devisee such as teaching machines and tape recorders could also be
utilised in relationship with the fihn.

Schools in both the Catskill Area Project r(CAP) and the Rocky
Mountain Area Project (RMAP) have used Dr. Harvey White's
filmed aerie; of 162 physics leirEms and Dr. John Baxter's 160
chemistry lawns. The* filmed courses, which formed the core of

Continental Cl room series released through commercial TV
one in recent years, were designed as college-le41 count* forNO students and adults. Such advanced learning concepts as

are rented hi these films appear to be appropriate only for the
mod.gifted high whool science students. Neverthelm, such films
help offset the meager laboratory equipment in many small high
schools, and they often focus on recent discoveries that the local
science teacher has been unable to introduce to his students.
Temichers, of (x)urse, are na obliged to show all filmed lemons or
evea the selected any in their entirety. Local course amtent would
ofteit be the chtermining factor.

Study guide materials for the students are obvious necmitim, and
the RMAP has developed smut very excellent on which they are
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An advanced of Defence itinktnts becx4t from the Eta
aeries In Phisks.

available to the CAP. Such an exchange of materials andideas is a fundamental feature of the experiments being conductedin the widely separateti sciloola of Colorado and New York. Thedevelopment of filmed courses geared specifically for high school stu-dents--a development currently underway- is now awaited. A moremeaningful evaluation of this medium in the instructional programof our small high schools can then be made.The planned experiments in the MPAT1 series may well help us toevaluate the full potential of this method of instructional presenta-tion. Still, the problems of determining eventual costs and of justi-fying and meeting these cots will remain.The need for the grfttest rapport obtainable between the studioteacher and the thousands of chussroom teachers us* his lessonseapnot, be too strongly emphasized. The author had the opportunityof attending a recent RMAP workshop where Dr. John Baxter metformally and informally with the teachers for three days. Herewas a talented, personable intellect furnishing proof of a dramaticnew dimension in Dr. Baxter was busy every minute
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giving direct su ions for more effective teaching, but his mere
presence provided a lasting and immeasurable contribution to the
morale of these teachers from the rural Rockies.

We sometime* become obbseci with the nevi to measure every-
thing in education by real or imagined objective means. The effect
of Dr. Baxter's brief appearance in the lives of the to hers could
not be measured by any pc--ible instrument, but there was no
question of the increased teaching effective-new of those prefvnt who
would "team" in the future with this master teacher to teach chemis-
try to our children.

Electronics

Audio Tapes

The deplorable lag in education between the development ofwing new and its eventual ameptance and u..% by the schools
could be no more specifically illustrated than by the development
of audio tapes. In spite of the overwhelming evidence in support
of the uf* of tapes for more effective learning, the derade of the '50's
had nearly ended before the breakthrough came about in whools.

With an encouraging waw of urgency, educators are "discovering"
the value of this "new" tool, the tape recorder. In many a school
the discovery has consisted of taking down the dint -covert reorder
from the supply room shelf where it was placed several years ago
when the novelty of it wore off. It was too frequently viewed in
thoft days as a clever gadget whereby you could laugh at the mound
of your own voice. Many teachers of music, speech, foreign langu-
ages and certain other subjects saw the full potential of tapm even
then, but their ekrts were too often carried on in a vacuum.

This picture was changed swiftly by the pamage of the NDEA
and the attendant ingallation almod, overnight of language labora-
tories in hundreAs of our schools. With funds available from the
Federal Government these laboratorim, which con basically of
tape recorders in various arrangements, now form a well-publicized
chapter of current wiucational methodolwy.

Their use is now being adapted to fields other than foreign
languages, and some of these adaptations in the small high schools
comprising the CAP and RMA.P are quite ingeniowi. Undoubtedly,
similar but unpublicized experimentation is currently underway in
inatty schools, for the opportunities awaiting inventive teachers and
students in the use of tapes appear limitkes.

IMMO 0-241----4
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Anent
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This is an area in which the published literature in the immdiate
months and years ahead will be unable to keep abreast ofthe thousands of amateur and commercial developments. Persmi-
fying such developments at the local level, Donald Gould, a teacher
of industrial arts in Sclienevtw, New York, is as inspiratimal in his
own sphere as Dr. John Baxter in his. A liner may na unckr-
stand the strange new terms spoken by a Donald Gould as he
dreams of the electronic classroom of tomorrow, but his past
achievements give evidence of the fftsibility of his plans.

As merely cue example of his accomplishmnts, Gould has am-
structed 15 types of auditiming apparatus, any one of whiel can be
assembled and installed by his own induArial arts students at codsfor parts per individual listening station ranging from $3.65 to
$7.90. Such equipment has been in operation for the business educa-tion course at Schenevus for over a year. Multiple classes in thisfield of study have been made practical by Gould's creativity.

When properly used by teachers with some training in this Meltape recorders free teachers of much routine drill ; studemts are at-
couraged to re-use learning materials when needed ; absentees may
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make up mi*vAi lewons and certain appropriate instruction can be
handled on an individual tutoring basis.

As with all our newer electronic devices. it is repeat ly empha-
sizeti that tapes are but supplementary devicesnew tools to be used
by the teacher when they can perform effectively a job that saves his
valuable time.

Both commercial and teacher -made tapes are in use at prewnt, but
the latter offer the great= flexibility Teachers know best what the
wish to &pe, and there is re urance= in certain instances for the
student to hear electronically the familiar voice he is tiw,{I to.
Teachers will neeA time to prepare good instruction on tapes, but
one approach is being tried whereby teachem are employed during a
summer month for this work. Plans for the exchange of especially
good tapes amow several schools is still another possibility.

Of special interest to teachers of foreign languages in small high
schools will be the-researvh contract recently negotiated between the
U.S. Office of Education and the Glastonbury, Connecticut, public
schools for $1 million to develop instructional materials of this type.
It is the largest project of its kind ever undertaken. By 1962 a com-

A ommaft" lawn* laboratory in a rural bhgb aeMal. 20*iimia nod
not be eottly co' elaborate to be beitaciai
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plete wt of instructional rntexiaIs will be ready for use in
Thew will include standard magnetic tape ref()

as audio-lingual discs and tapes for students to u
work.

"Auditrons"

Lh 1

The teachers and students in the CAP .*--7_hoo1 at rcraretville,New York, feel that the seothrvg and joke; made by oc-Asional otityry-ers about their glori' jukebox must 1:0e= borne patiently. After all,weren't_ there dime who were blind to the powibilities of thehortvle* c_arriage I
Interestingly nough, their presen auditron" is pri=ly a juke-box, converted to w_hok-11 tim,. As yet it douw.:1't belong in the electronics category, but it may be a ne_<*&4_Ary it step. An unitiated visitorto the traditional school building in this et-Intwrvative town nwledin the Catskills would certainly be sliocke{1 at the wene awaiting himin the Khoo' library. There stand a gaudy, thmne-plateli jukeboxtypical of the musical sentri that stand watch over mmt tavernsand sundry entertainment spots in our land.

But this juke-box is differvnt Its waiting diw-s are all recordingsby carious artists, identifie41 by selector, from the fields of Amer-ican history and literature. Eight sets of earphones are connectedfrom the jukebox to eight stations at a nearby table. An opportunityis presented to sit down for a moment and share with me studentsa selection by Carl Sandburg on Lincoln. Of COUrf*, all studentsmust listen to the sa=me 9election at present.
But this is not planned as just a curious and attractive de-signe4 to give a respite from formal learning. To Dr. Frank Cyrprofewor of education at Teachers College, Columbia 'University, NewYork, and executive secretary of the CAP, as well as others who havesparked this invention, this jukebox is but the crude and untested be-ginning of the push-button age in our schools.
Here stands the prvkAype of the electronic bankas significantin its sphere as that first horselms carriage or the Wright br.tAliersfirst flimsy crate,
Dr. Cyr has written of the tatzhers' urgent need, particularly insmall schools, for the availability of immense areas of human knowl-edge through electronic storehouses and electronic transmittal. Theelectronic bank becomes this agent ; the programming of this bankbecomes the key : &nd the teacher selects that which is most meaning-ful for the learning task of the moment With such a teaching toolour great dream of individualizing instruction to 'nett the learning
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--11wwe Manch a may, e-hrmne-Satell jukebox .

prototype the ele&-t mute tmlik_
it V

demands of each student could cixne cl(**r to being a mality, and the
teacher could be freeti from the "coolie labor" aspects of his task. If
the prediction is even approximately accurate that in the school of
the future me-half of each student's time will be spent in learning
through tehnolagical communications, me-Italf of his time gill re-
mains to be piannea by the teacher for truly creative learning...

It is interftiting to note that many administrative tasks in sAtools
are now being performed by computers and her automatic data
proceming mac_hinm Fortunately, educational institutions have not
fallen victim here to the usual time lag but along with industry are
moving fm-warii during this transition period from elertro-mechan
lea] hardware to electronic hardware. In their prese_nt date of devel-
opment, autnatic data proceming machines are consideseti econom-
ical only for 9citool systems of more than 1,000 students, but this
estimate may be lowered soon, and the implications for Sehools every-
where remain mgns ificani Finally, it is encouraging for thaw who
envision electronic banks that there is very nearly unanimous acpt-
an by school authorities of automatic data promssing techniqms,
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nd be-
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that might violate the letter of the educational laws. The whool
authorities would be wise also to confer with the admissions author-
ities at the several colleges to which most of their graduates seek en-
trance. In fact, this has been done satisfactorily in several places,
and the particular laws and requirements in question have proved no
serious roadblock to experimentation.

Surely the new challenges' to such an inflexible system deserve a
hearing. There may be overwhelming justifications for the tradi-
tional schedules in the larger schools, where hundreds and even thou-
sands of students must be accommodated, but we are here speaking
only to those high schools enrolling less than 200.

The point has been cogently made by many observers that the prob-
lems of the small high school are no more like those of the really
large high school than are the problems of the small farmer or busi-
nessman like dim* of the King Ranch and General Motors, ra3pec-
tively. A new design for small high school operations is needed, and
the present operative plans of large high schools would seem to be of
little assistance. In fact, many experiments in the scheduling of
classes for large high schools are also being conducted now, but fewif any of them would have significance for small high schools.

Among the latter there is a growing tendency to regard the tnai-
tional class schedule as an unwim use of time on the part of student
and teacher alike. Given a school day of so many hours for a deter-
mined number of days per year; a number of courses, activtities and
experiences which you call the curriculum; and a number of students
to be scheduled according to some patternhow could the job be done
differently f

Three approaches are already underway. In the first, which we
might call Phase I, we have seen double periods in programs subsi-
dized by the Federal Government ; alternate periods for physical edu-
cation, music, or study halls; adjusted lunch periods; extended school
years; the expediency of double sessions to combat overcrowded con-
ditions; and, of course, summer sessions But these devices do noth-ing to remedy the basic problem of the static schedule. We have fol-
lowed with interest the block-of-time experiments in the general
education area of junior high schools, but these are not directly
applicable to senior high schools.

Phase H has seen significant schedule than proposed by admin-
istrators who have modified the school week by abandoning the tradi-
tional five-day sequence of classes and have extended the length ,of
class periods to between 60 and 75 minute& Though the general pro-
posal is a half century old, its practice has become relatively wide-
spread only in the last decade. Other features of this proposal in-
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dude : supervised Judy within each course and the elimination of
study halls; the meeting of most classes for an average of seventy
minutes each of four days; a "diagonal" or "floating period" which
meets at different times each of four days; and an actual increase in
the number of total subjects offered in the curriculum. Furthermore,
most students can study five major subjects instead of four, and yet
no student will follow the same hourly schedule any two days of the
week.

However, even this type of schedule, which includes several varia-
tions as yet without a common name, is recognized as only a phase
or transitional step away from the traditional schedule. It is a be-
ginning, not an end. Its singular weakness remains : Most classes
continue to meet for the same number of minutes per week for all
students regardless of known differences among students and among
subjects to be studied.

Not until we end our quest to equate learning with the number of
minutes we sit in a classroom and not until we recognize the full
significance of the differences in learning abilities among all students
in all subject areas will we have achieved any major breakthrough
in the deign of the "muter schedule." This would constitute Phase
III in which the time spent by any student in his particular claims
would be determined by his previous progress and his new to study
in a certain subject area during a given year. In other words his
school day would be geared to his learning needs and not the demands
of an inflexible schedule designed for the statistical norm.

The very concept of such an unplanned "plan" might sound
chaotic to an experienced school administrator hearing of it for the
first time. Certainly, much research must continue on such a concelA
in order to determine its feasibility, its possible advantages and dis-
advantages, and its practical implications. It is tentatively called
the "modular schedule" and rests in theory on time modules which
are joined together into various combinations for different students
depending upon their needs. A new study of scheduling theory has
only recently been published, and the reader interested in a detailed
presentation of the modular concept as well as other varied experi-
ments currently underway is referred to:

The Highlkhool Principal end Staff Develop the Muster Schedule. David
B. Austin and Noble Gividen, BuTeau of Publications 1900. Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia Universkyt New York.

Obviously, students will continue to be meeting in groups of vary--
ing sizes for most of their learning in any clam schedule. Beyond
this one on, _however, there are many possibilities for the
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creative faculty and administrators who determine precisely how this
is to be done.

The dexible schedule for tomorrow's "necessarily existent" small
high school must begin at its point of unique strength---'kts concern
for the individual student and its intimate knowledge of him. On
this premise it has a valid foundation for serving its students well in
a world of increasing bigness.

The Reality

No study of all relatively small high schools to determine the num-
ber or percentage in which schedule experimentations are in progress
has been conducted. It is estimated that such experimentation would
be found only in an insignificant minority. Yet, in the hundreds of
schools forming this minority the results have been very encouraging.

There is no definite pattern of change yet, nor will there be prob-
ably. By the very nature of small schools and the communities they
serve, there will be and should be changes made iq the very innov-
tions they borrow and Make use of. Nevertheless, the "70 minute
schedule" or "floating period schedule," as described in Phase II, has
become the most common type of modified schedule. Figure 2 shows
a sample of such a weekly schedule designed for a small junior-senior
high school enrolling 280 students but with less than 200 students inthe upper four grades.

Pkadble scheduling Is mere female In the mall
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Figure 1.Sample "70 Minute" Weekly Schedule
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The psychological advantages of a flexible schedule are periiaps as
significant as the mechanical advantages. (This schedule 4an be
modified in a variety of ways.) For example, on no day of thii week
will any student or teacher follow exactly the same schedule' as he
followed any other day; no teacher is called upon for stud hall
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duty; each student does his studying for each course directly under
the supervision of the course instructor; and seventy minutes should
challenge the most unresourceful teacher to use a variety of classroom
activities other than the lecture.

Another type of advantage is apparent in the longer class time
available for field trips and other activities. Furthermore, there is
the distinct advantage in certain courses of engaging in the prepara-
tions for beginning and ending a class only eight times a w81 instead
of ten.

A simple variation of the basic plan is to rotate or revolve con-
secutively seven class periods through six-period school days, as
illustrated in Figure 8 by a typical student's schedule in Margaret-
ville, New York. Two extra periods which may be used for activities
can be scheduled in whatever two periods desired. As noted, the
flexibility in this case was hampered by the shard services program
which requirvi that the industrial arts class meet only at 11 :50 daily.
Therefore, all classes meeting during this period had to be locked.

Figure 2.Sample Schedule for Typical Margaretville Senior
Note: Numbers in block corners designate the number of the period. Fourthperiod is "locked" four days a week so that industrial arts students from a nearbyschool can come to the teacher and facilities in Margaretville.

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.

8:454:43 1 6
French IV English

5 3 1

Phy. Ed. Chemistry French IV

9:45-10:43
Amer. His. Band English

5
Phy. Ed.

2
Amer. His.

10:43-10:50 BREAK

10:50-11:48 3 1 7
Chemistry French IV Band

11:50-12:48 4
Latin II

4
Latin II

4
Latin II

English

4
Latin H

3
Chemistry

5
Phy. Ed.

12:50-1:10 LUNCH

1:12-2:10 1

Phy. Ed. Amer. His. French IV Band English

2:12-3:10 3 Z z 7
Act4vitks Chemistry Amer. ilk. Activities Band

But it moat be repeated that this type of schedule cannot be re-
girded as an end product in scheduk experimentation. It is merely
at step along the way ; it is the first successful break from the past
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Dr. Gividen in particular, is continuing his studies of ways in

which the clam schedule for small schools can be improved. It is his
firm belief that considerable improvements in basic schedule changes
must take place if the "necessarily existent" small high schools are
to move forward on a solid base.

For further information about flexible scheduling, contact :

Dr. Noble (Widen
District Superintendent of Schools
Westchester County
Bedford Hills, N.Y.

Multiple Classes and Small Group
Techniques

The Rationale

The definition of multiple classes is practically wlf-explanatory.
Two or more subjects are taught in the same room by the same teacher
at the same time. The use of small group technicms of learning is
exactly what the name suggests.

Far from being new, the multiple class is one of the oldest tech-
niques in the history of education. Many of our readers can recall
their own school days in the one-room elementary school where this
was precisely the technique used. However, there, and in our smaller
high schools where it has been employed through the years, it has
been increasingly viewed as an expedienta last resort. Small group
techniques, on the other hand, are used in all learning situations.

Multiple classes are still necessary u an expedient in some small
schools in order to broaden the curricular offerings. In the BM:AP
and CAP schools, however, it is felt that these chases, based on Mall
group techniques of learning, can be so (=ducted that the student
will learn -as effectively as he would in a single class. The difference
is brought about principally through the use of tape recorders and
other electronic devices whereby the teacher's resources are strength-
ened, and learning takes place more on an individual basis.

If it is eventually proved to be true that the student can learn just
as effectively in a multiple class setting, this will be very significant
for small schools.
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Dr. Frank Cyr states forcefully that multiple classes and small
group learning techniques form the basic pattern for the small school
design of the future. In fact, he goes further and posits all other
experimental techniques in the CAP to be but means to this end. Dr.
Cyr elaborates upon this when discussing purposes:

The purpose of this Project (CAP) is to develop a basic reorganization
of small school design which will increase the variety and quality of edu-
cational opportunitieie for the learners through the uses of multiple classes
and small group learning techniques.

Dr. Cyr's thesis must legitimately be considered alongside a ques-
tion raised by Dr. Harry Passow, educational psychologist from
Teachers College, when speaking at the third annual RMAP work-
shop last June. Referring to all new aids and techniques of learning,
Dr. PasExm suggested the following criterion as most important when
examining them : "Do they effect learning favorably, and do they
improve learning?"

"Multi*, damn could 'weer work without the use a small group Inrnift
techniqms . "
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The Reality

After three years of experimentation with multiple classes in the
CAP and the RMAP, it seems far too early for anyone to hazard
more than an opinion R8 to the success of this technique. Yet there
is a greater co. ict of opinion over this technique than over any alter
single one d in this publication.

Its theoret potential for small schools is seldom questioned.
Its overall effertivenem to date has been questioned- -often by the
most coturientious and sincere teachers of multiple claws. Others
have endorsed it enthusiastically. To attempt such instruction at all
requires versatile, creative, intelligent and hard-working teachers,
backed up by much electronic equipment and the time and knowledge
to use it..

In all 23 whools which comprise the CAP, only 8 pelecent the
total course offerings in 1969-60 were through multiple classes.
Nearly all subject fields were represented. That some of these mul-
tiple class situatims have worked well is "indisputable"---except that
there is little objective evidence to prove it. Several have apparently
na worked well, but again there is no objective evidence.

Obvitmly, sound criteria and experimental =Aral groups have
been lacking. However, multiple class adherents point to the scores

standardized achievement tots, made by students from multiple
duties, and say these audents have dam "as well as" other students
in last years. This is partial evidence, certainly.

But BMW teachers of multiple classes feel that even the most signal
gains of stwil cAmbinations have been N;'on at an unjustified human
cost. The toll of the extra work had on a amscientioin, devtAed
teacher can be excessive. Preparing for 8 or 9 coprses daily in sone
multipk canbinafion, rather than the typical 5 or 6, is not an assign-
molt to be undertaken lightly. Even conducting three classes during
(me hoer for three mall groups is more demftnding than amducting
awe class, to say the lest.

This point was one of several commented upon by special observa-
tiim teams from Colorado State Col I at Greeley, who acted 111-Mi-
sultanta with the Colorado State Department of Education when they
visited RMAP schools in the spring of 1959. Concluding their corn
11*MB, they dated

1

M teaelms maintain that tie ankh*, dames thmand awe time for
planning, inecaration, and evaluation than do 'Angle damn. This in-
creased tin* ranged. In their eetlnutteet from on and ow-half to two duns

ji that for the due. dames.
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Of course, no two multiple clam situations are the same. The
variable factors of the number enrollekl, the relationships of the mul-
tiple courses, the availability of electronic devices, and the time to
prepare for the classes are all vital considerations.

School administrators in both the CAP and the RMAP are fully
aware of the factors and their importance. Many teachers have
designed certain projects relatea to multiple classes and have been
paid for an extra month to develop their plans during the summer.
Some are paid extra to attend Saturday workshops during the school
year.

But the empirical evidence suggests that the really promising re-
.

suits have been achieved by truly outstanding teachers beeawee they
'are outstanding teachersnot because of multiple dames. Bright,
responsible students have often hOped immeasurably. It is perhaps
interesting to note that several of the most efficient teachers of mul-
tiple classes in both the CAP and RMAP have resigned to take
teaching positions which pay better salaries in schools outside the
projects. Conflicting reasom for their leaving have been s ed.
The most simple explanation, unrelated to multiple classes, may be
that the teachers needy a higher Wary.

Perhaps it is unfortunate that the mutually exclusive technigtuss
of multiple classes and small group methods of learning have been
made the dual bases of the rationale for improving the instructional
programs of small schools.

Multiple classes can never work without the use of small group
learning techniques, but the latter can be applied to any lousing
situation. That such techniques have not been applied too frecpnntly
in recent years has been due in large part to our overcrowded class-
rooms and to the teachers' understandable decision to lecture to the
norm group.

Certainly experimentation with small group techniques of Umni-
ing in the CAP and RMAP constitutes one of the molt etching
phases of the work of the projects. Although the theory of mall
group instruction is being given increased attention in educational
literature, it remains an imprecisely defined area of inetructicnial
methodology.

For definitive statements on the use of these techniques and a list-
ing of the most recent writings in this area, contact

Dr. Phil Lange
Teachers Collage
Columbia University
New York 2T, N.Y.
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Many small high school administrators seem to feel that if courses
are to be added to the curriculum, multiple claKi*s wrve as the only
alternative. These eours are usually the sperialized or advanced
courses ne*Ae41 by juniors and wniors planning on college or a par-
ticular vocation.

dal is not the only dk 1 ternat i v e but where it is considered
to be multiple Aliases will till the need best for courses where en-
rollments ant man, where enthusiastic and competent teachers are
carefully selected and given adequate compenFations, and where the
subject matter for two clas*s taught simultaneously is closely related.

The desiraWlity of using clowly related subject matter for multiple
class ituations cannot be to strongly urged. Such statements as
the following, made by a former high whool teacher in the CAP and
quoted in a national magazine, would be difficult to defend and might
lead to serious questioning of the twal multiple class concept:

fa the aim* Town by tlw saw Wither at the
mune tine."
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We have never tried such unrelated sub is as language and math, butif the teacher had the proper materials, there would be no reassols why ahecouldn't do a bang-up Job. In fact, it is possible that with the properteaching aids, a Wilful teacher who dors not qualify in a particular sub-ject might still be able to create an atmckqphem in a multiple clank thatwould make for good learning. (Italics added.)
Of course, not all SG-rAlle4i multiple claes in the CAP and RMAPare actually multiple courses in the serlSe that two or more gToups ofstudents are in a room together. Instead, it is quite common to findin the projects a group of students studying one eours* in a romnalongside two other students "enrolleA" in two separate courss. Infa-ct, one school actually had an arrangement in an art period wheretwelve students were engaged independently on various aspects of artvia the individual project method. This was referred to as a multipleclass situation; students were given credit for different art courses:so, by this school's definition of the term, there were twelve "classffi"in progrem simultaneously.

Actually, such instrvion on an individual project *basis is quitecmimon in certain curricular areas in many of our high schools andcan scarcely be called a multiple clam gituation.If the concept of multiple dames ion small group lea mgtechniques (not tutorial basis) is to be judged on its merit, it wouldseem that no less than a minimum of three students should be enrolledin each "class." A more typical multipk claw situation would be adozen ninth graders studying elementary algebra and an approxi-mately equal number studying general math. With the develownentof adequate criteria and a control group on a matched basis, a moreobjective decision could be reacheti regarding the cur ten of stucklitsin the multiple class setting.
Finally, the advocates of multiple dames need to consider fully theimpact of one further contemporary movement in our sclools. It ispurely cohicidental that the organized experiment of multiple classeswas begun one month prior to the launching of Sputnik I. Thisevent focused our attention upon one neglected aspects of Americaneducation and no doubt hastened the introduction of certain changesand emphases in the curriculum.
One result has been to place a renewed emphasis an the cmpart-mentalization of subjects and the specialized training of teachers indistinct subject matter areas. For better or for worseand it is notour purpose here to debate this complex problemthat is the treadin the 196041 school year.
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p ein new p tic_w_ and
dew be-Ai in this and any other publications are sweieping

us ia period o unfmralleleAl in the annals of organizM
schoo Hi Sri m well look tmkAk upon the pr at yeArs as the
beginning of &n inArue ional revolution in kmericaand poibh-
thro out the world.

Plague41 sincv World II II by eizi
ironically as our agricultural gurphrwN-
content simply to wait fir the dav when
moue ou &Ache mei buildings_
could do the )4) properly. But while the population explmion has
not sutwiideli, the public gill has demandeA the Tery b eikucatim
for ti*ir thildren, Rather suddenly we have realized must find
new solutims t_43 these problents spitt of A.o of 'limey,
wschers, and building&

One of the mog promising app inval cl efforts to
make the nit: efficiesit use powible of our profemional teach rs
flaw, talent, and AilLq in order to improve the quality of instruc-
tion. In wher words. le the praemional do only his profrional
work, and let people let* skilled amift in doing the rotittne tasks
This plan cannot be promoted as a money-saver: indeed, it will cfLzt

m o r e mmey. But a s a plan for the wis e r t w i e of t eschers time and
theref6m, ass wiwr expenditure of public funds for securing quality
ingruction, it will appeal to almog eyerymic

After the profes6cmal teariter has spexit four or more yea of
inteasive study to prepare for his work, is it them a wise use of
public funds to imy him to keep study hail, prede over lunch rooms
and cafeterias, thaperom students on busm type and mimeograph
tests, take attezdance, make innumerable entries in word books,
collect fees, and perform a hosa of similar ti ink routirmsf
These are all important jobs which mug be taken csre of in all
schools, but must they be performed by tateberst

Dating from the firms experiments a few ymirs ago in Bay City,
Mt schools of all fixes have been increasingly hiring hcmse-
wives and other nmtesching personnel to serve as tents in order
to release amebas for teaching functicais. A mw catvory of school
employee with distinct nmiteaching duties has e*otred. They are
referred to in the literature u teacher as amts, lay made" school
aides and teacher aides.

onsi sh xing
e for too Ing bewi
would ha e enough

we havT said we
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A CAP towbar aide pmares to monitor a class Ott" receiving 'marvellous from
the high school principal.

One of the most systematic and well-developed plans of this typeis found in the Catskill Area Pioject (CAP). Although one projectschool has employed such an aide for 18 years, the systematic planwas initiated in a few schools three years ago as a supplement tothe basic CAP purpose of developing a reorganization of mall schooldesign. Little was expected of this program in the beginning, butit has grown to be one of the truly outstanding contributions ofCAP.
Eighteen aides, as they are called, were hired and trained in a fewschools during the fire: experimental year; 33 were employed in 18schools the second year; and 58 were busy assisting the teachers in27 schools during the past school year. Their performances haveexceeded the most optimistic hopes of three years ago.CAP planners believe firmly that their teacher aides should Ix;paid for their services and that noninstructional tasks should con-stitute their only assignments. They have even arrived at their owndefinition of an tide:

A school aide fs a versatile, resourceful adult who rialleves, on a paidbails, two or more teachers of meessary, time-consuming tasks not directly

4
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related to instruction. She may work on a flexible time schedule carrying
out rthities of varying importance designated by professional personnel.

Any wilool considering the use of such personnel should study
carefully the potential advantages and possible disadvantages of
such a prtf4g-ram. The CAP people are the first to emphasize that
such a program does not auto_matically work by waving a wand.
They (darted on a mall scale, grew slowly, and worked hard to
inform teachers, students, and parents of its advantages. After
three years the vast majority are enthusiastic supporters.

CAP has undoubtedly planned with great care (and been a little
lucky) in selecting aides who have worked out so well. Many of
their dutim had to be modified along the way in light of individual
strengths and weaknesseeN. the program of the school, and the inevi-
table personality relationship between teacher and aide.

In any school contemplating the use of a%ikants for professional
teachers, all the factors- (differing slightly in application) will be
vital considerations. Perhaps some schools have lei real need for
them than others. However, for those schools where the need exists
there is ample evidence from the CAP and similar projects that
such a plan elm work and work effectively to relieve professional
teachers of nonprofeional tasks and thereby make possible the
improvement of instruction. Much evidence of this can be seien first-
hand in school after school in rhe Catskill Mountains.

Details of such a program from its planning stage to its implemen-
tation could not be described here. They have been treated very
carefully in a definitive brochure prepared by the CAP and entitled,
School Aide. at Work. Copies may be obtainekl by writing:

Catskill Area Project in Small School Design
215 Home Economies Building
State Univeraity College of Education*
Oneonta, N.Y.

Shared Services

The idea of small schools in different school districts sharing
professional services is certainly no new concept. But the growing
shortage of qualified teachers since World War II and the increasing
recognition of special services, vital in schools of all sizes, have led to
a rediscovery of the potential value of sharing specialigs in attests
where no one school can justify the added expense of hiring such
a specialist.
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There are many school districts which could profit immediately andtremendously from the shared-service plan. One ingredient, however,is prerequisite to success. That ingredient is cooperation. Suchcooperation can be arranged legally and relatively easily in a numberof ways. In /$kvir York State it was made possible legally by theauthorization in 1948 of Boards of Cooperative Educational Services.To date some 60 such Coop Boards have been established and aredoing an effective job of sharing services. Statistics for a fewselected types of services point up the sharp increase in number ofpersons available in 1959-60 as compared with 1953-54. (Eachfigure represents the equivalent of full-time persons employed in thistype of service during the school year.)

hatime equkaient personnidTppe of wrrim 1N144Art
41. 8Dental Hygiene
55. 3Driver education
28. 5Guidance
25.2Library

3Psychological services_________ _ _____ _ _ _ ____ 19. 4Speech correction 0

"Circuit Teachers"

1950 -OD

119. 7
130. 4
10&
91. 3
45.1

146. 9
114. 2

The most obvious manner in which school districts can utilizeshared services is by sharing teachers. This is the predominantpattern in the Catskill Area Project (CAP) wherever schools desireservices not previously available. Teachers simply go from school toschool on a scheduled basis to teach their classes or offer theirspecialized services. However, the pattern of shared services variesin current actual practice according to the number of teachersavailable and the number of schools sharing their servicesfromthe two schools sharing an industrial arts teacher to the seven schoolssharing a psychological consultant
CAP likes to draw a comparison with modern medical practice

The local practitioner provides essential services, but he calls upon ape-cialists to meet needs and cervices he cannot provide. . . . Pupils in smallschools can have the same wide variety of educational opportunity andservices that girls and boys everywhere need in our Increasingly complexsociety.

Under such a plan among school districts the specific and uniqueadvantages for a particular small school include provision forservices (1) that are not needed daily, (2) that have too little de-
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mend to justify a full-time specialist, or (3) that would cost too
much for one school to afford.

One can sense the tremendous impact upon a small school in a
small community of the specialists' wrvices. Aside frpm the
obvious benefits to the students in this strengthening of the curri-
culum and the total school program, a definite change in teacher
morale and citizen pride can be notAxl. For the very first time "we".
are offering French; or "our children" have a trained teacher of art;
or "we" have the services of as fine a psychologist as can be found
in any city. Intangible gains these may be, but they are real.

While not necessarily a disadvantage of shared services, the out-
standing problem in such a plan is finding professional Veop le who
are willing to "ride the circuit." The problem is not insurmount-
able, but involved are obvious difficulties. Continuous travel is re-
quirfxl. Considerable adjustments are called for in working with
greater numbers of pupils, teachers, and school administrators.
Some teachers understandably need a "home base" in order to perform
their duties most effectively. In the last analysis certain aptitudes
and interests on the part of these specialists must be considered by
the cooperating schools.

It is unfortunate that the program of shared services in CAP has
somewhat blocked the development of flexible scheduling plans.
This conflict, growing out of experimentation with both programs,
was not anticipated, so it should be thoroughly studiedoby other
schools planning to use both these features

The conflict is this: Shared services must be ridgidly scheduled,
while plans for flexible scheduling usually call for courses meeting
at different times on different days. Therefore, if the industrial arts
"circuit rider," for example, can be scheduled at Margaretville only
during the fourth period of the day (see student schedule on page
34), then the experimental schedule at MArgaretville is severely
affected. Industrial arts plus a complete set of alums for all stu-
dents must be scheduled and "locked" during the fourth period.
As any experienced high school principal knows, planned flexibility
in the schedule is thus limited to an even greater extent than is at first
apparent

A choice of educational values is involved here. The obvious and
proven values of shared services can scarcely be sacrificed in order to
allow experimentation in an area wince proof of value is hard to
mom. On the other hand, even first steps toward attempts at
flexible scheduling will seldom be accepted by principals who see swh
severe scheduling handicaps at the mtaet. Experimentation in our
public schools involves many risks even under "perfect" (=Widow
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Shared Students
A variation in the program of shared services is for one schoolto transport a group of students to another school for a certaincourse. This is feasible and desirable where one school has specialfacilities not available in a neighboring school. A shared teachermay or may not be a part of the same plan.
Still another minor variation is for two whools to "exchange"

students for a class period or two. for instance, a class in aricul-ture at one CAP school travels to a school in another district, whilea group of students from the second schbol pass them on the roadheaded for their vocational arts course in the first school. In this wayeach school can concentrate increasingly on expanding its facilities inone area without needing to supply facilities at all in the Second area.The result to both schools is a better balance of course offeringsat a lowered cost. The problem of dove-tailing the two schedules andallowing for travel time has not proved to be a serious one.Plans for these programs of shared services plus many practicaloperational suggestions are contained in a brochure entitled SharingEducational Services. Copies may be obtained by writing:
Catskill Area Project in Small School Design
215 Home Economics Building
State University College of Education
Oneonta, N.Y.

Out of School Seminars
A type of shared educational service which is gaining in popular-ity involves the cooperation of the high school and either a neigh-boring college or outstanding lay citizens. The emphasis is uponproviding gifted or highly talented students with an organizedlearning experience not normally available in the high school.this type of service seems particularly appropriate for smallschools, and both the CAP and the RMAP have sponsored suchplanned seminars. In each project a selected group of truly giftedstudents from several schools were brought together for scheduledmeetings.

The RMAP selected a committee of teachers who planned andconducted two-hour evening seminars periodically in a central loca-tion for all participating schools. Guest lecturers were often broughtto these seminars, and a discussion period in which the students couldask questions followed the lecture.
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"Able and ambitions* 'West, benefit from a lecture at a fine arts center during
their evening seminar.

The CAP has established a more formalized pattern in cooperation
with the State University College of Education at Oneonta. During
the pad school year 115 students were transported each Saturday
morning to Oneonta where they were enrolled under college instruc-
tors in two sections of the humanities and one each of the social
sciences, mathematics, and science.

It has been suggested that a poesible worthwhile variation in
either of these plans would be to involve in these same seminars
selected gifted students from nearby large high schools. The ex-
change of ideas, viewpoints, and experiences in such a mixed group
of talent should be mutually refreshing and challenging.

Team Teaching

In view of the wide publicity given to team teaching experimenta-
tion in progress throughout hundreds of schools at all levels, only
brief mention of it will be made here. However, most of the infor-
mation on this subject relates to two or more teachers within a
schoolusually a large school --but the concept for small schools
involves a different point of reference.
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There seems to be a growing acceptance of the theory in this areathat two heads are baler than one. Of course, good teachers havealways looked for effective assistance wherever they could find it, butopportunities have been rare indeed when they could find anotherteacher to assist them directly in a course,However, TV could change all this. As was mentioned earlier,TV instruction in our high schools will usually serve as the majorresource or as supplementary instruction. Seldom if ever will theTV course be intended or accepted as total instruction. Therefore,the classroom teacher must join forces with the studio teacher toform a coordinated "team" if TV instruction is to fulfill its paential.Certainly this (*ordination will becon* imperative in the WATTproject for the teachers in the =all schools. The project authoritiesare already intensively interested in establishing this unwept. Ac-tually this cooperative relationship has been described as the greatestchallenge of team teaching. This challenge exists in the fact thatthe two teachers concerned may never nnek--or at best meet onlybriefly for a visit Therefore, the coordination of their efforts mustcome through means other than face-to-face planning.

H. the classnom towhee mum Join Mesea coordinated 'bane .° Actull the twoMa sewer nt.
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The problem has already been faced by teachers in the RMAP,
CAP, and elsewhere who -have used the physics and chemistry films.
While these films can be used as total instruction, it is probably
better to we them u the major resource. In using these films, the
classroom teacher must feel as it he really is teaching with Dr.
Baxter or Dr. White. This attitude is difficult to achieve. To date
no objective measure of the use of these films has been made.

Correspondence Courses

Both the CAP and RMAP offer correspondence courses to students
in subjects not otherwise available in a school. A decision must often
be made whether it is better to offer a particular course through
correspondence or in a multiple class situation.

A committee of teachers has selected carefully a group of reputable
institutions offering corropondence courses. Included on the list
are the University of Nebraska, Pennsylvania State University, and
other public and private institutions. In the schools of these projects
the student actually takes the correspondence course under supervi-
sion of his school. Teachers are encouraged to check the student's
progress at least weekly and to offer assistance.



Future Needs

Learning Resource Laboratories
There are distinct limits to the role than can be played by a publicschool in educati9nal experimentation. This is true for at least twogood reasons :

1. The public swboot is supported by public monies in large part providedby local citizens. Tlwrefore, it is right and proper that they should bemore interested in spending their hard-earard tax dollars to support thewe of proven methods of instruction in the classroom, rather than tosupport the testing of experimetal methods lased on hypothesm. Afterall, the findings of research sometimes prove a hypothesis to be in error.Such an experiment carried on in the classroom can hardly be expectedto please the taxpayer-parent whose child has been involved in tintexperiment
2. Necessarily the pnWlc school is affected by local, State, and 'Navalregulationsmany written Into Even when some of thesetime are officially waived, the school does not gain the freedom neededfor experimental research. Furthermore, it is extremely difficult for ex-perlakied teachws to break with the past. Thus, factors imposodbleto control can largely mote this type of research. CAP officials arefrank to state that the smnatiwesowe of the New York State RegastsExamination affects CAP experimentation both directly and indirectly.From certain alcial viewpdnts this might be considered desirable, but Itobviously creates distinct Nude's for experimental research.

Of course, experimentation will continue and should continue inour public schools. But these limitations will remain. It followsthen that we need to produce new laboratories for educational experi-mentation. These should be of severaldifferent types.We can certainly profit by the research conducted through pri-vately financed organizations such as the Educational FacilitiesLaboratories, sponsored by the Ford Fmindation. Already we aremaking gains in our public and private schools u a result of theresearch findings from several foundations of this type.
However, our .most imperative need is for learning laboratories inthe locations where our future teachers are being trained. There

30
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the dual ob jectives of training future teachers for tomorrowna
yesterdayand of freedom to experiment can be achievwl. Histori-
cally, research has been a prime function of our institutions of
higher learning, but this function has na always prevailed where
our teachers are trained.

Obviowdy, we mug also have experimental schools available with
representative claws of typical students. These are available now
in the backyards of some 275 teacher-training institutions. As
student teaching programs have been moved more and more into
public whools, these "laboratory" .or "training" schools have been
looking increasingly for a new function. What more fitting role could
be found for them than to return to their original function as labora-
tories.

It must be said that a few of them have never swerved from their
original functicm, and their rtmmrch throughout the years has been
significant But these have been exceptims. The public image of such
schools, where they are known at all, is one of good, traditional, col-
lege preparatory schools.

The opportunities for significant educational research through the
development of genuine learning rewurce laboratories in our teach-
ing-training institutions and the utilization of adjoining laboratory
schools where experiments could be conducted under real school con-
ditims appear limitless. A further development conducive to such
research would be a cooperative arrangement between each teacher-
training institution and its nearby public school districts and private
sehook. The training program for our future teachers would be
gamed to these arrangements.

The learning reisourm laboratories would beanie the key agencies
in such plans, for without them the laboratory school would have no
function and the program for training teachers would have a serious
gal)*

Such a resource laboratory could have its own electronic "bank,"
its own television studio, and a closed-circuit TV system with all
nearby schools. Preparation of every kind of instructional tape and
other materials to be used in the regional public and private schools
would be a specific function, and teachers from those schools could
come in to prepare their own special materials with assistance in=
trained personnel. If tatching machines berme a part of this pic-
ture, the preparation of programmed materials can be done here in
cooperation with necessary specialists.

Timrefore, the resource laboratory also becomes the potential re.-
training site for that very important job which we now call inservice
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training for teachers. There has been increasing general agreementof late that this job of retraining experience(' teachers deserves toppriority. The radical changes in the very content of mathematicsand science, and the methodology of foreign language instructionoffer proof of this, if proof were needed.
But how is this mammoth undertaking ever to be accomplished!The learning resource laboratory becomes the pivotal agency uponwhich can be centered the training of present and future teachers towhatever degree reluired.
Our future needs then, demand:

Research laboratories supported by private funds
Experimental research laboratories at teacher-training institutions bothAy public and private
Nearby laboratory schools for action resesrbch
Research facilities and findings available to public and private schoolsFacilities to retrain experienced teachers
That all facilities be foctuied on teacher edtwation



Conclusion
Such is the story of developments which offer promise to the

"nerefearily existent" small high schools and to the elementary school
children who will attend them in the decade of the 1960'&

The need for change quite naturally varies greatly from school to
school. But the new is acknowledged among nearly all. Some will
continue with experiments destribed in this booklet, and it is hoped
that all will follow the progzees of these experiments very closely for
significant implications to their own situations.

There is considerable evidenceand it increases dailythat we are
well on our way to a period of unpretwlenteAl experimentation among
educational institutions of all sizes serving all age. The need for
change seems to have been opted by the public as well as by the
educators : the paramount question before us then, relates to determin-
ing the effectiveness of each experiment in improving learning. If
proven effettive, what conditions must exist for the maximum effec-
tiveness of each experiment, and what are its precise uses?

Among our small high schools the selection by each school of a
unique combination of proven experiments to fit its peculiar local
situation may well prove decisive. The potential combinations are
limitless, but the potential danger is that one school may attempt to
copy en toto the experiments being used successfully in a neighboring
school without considering local need& In such a situation a fiasco
could result that would deter any further consideration of even the
most promising practices used elsewhere.

This is most aptly illustrated by the subtleties involved) in the
development of a flexible schedule that really works effectively for a
particular small high school. One school may indeed make applicable
to its situation certain basic principles of flexible scheduling borrowed
from another school. If such a schedule is made to work for the sec-
ond school, however, its differences in detail from that of the first
may well be greater than its similarities.

In still a third school the selected combination of new practices
may be incorporated into a traditional schedule and yet be greatly
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effective, A reexamination of any whool program mug begin withan accurate appraisal of the local situation and its many variables.Proposed action can never be considered without this foundation.Finally, the derisive nevi of our small high wliools is for MUM-tional leadership bad on an accurate knowledge of current rwarchfindings. Traditionally, our citizens have rightfully abhorred anyoutside domination of their local whools. However, the findingsof educational experimentation and research constitute in no wnse"outside domination," but rather are a compendium of "neutral"suggestions, which may be studied, oLwrveli and applied as desirablein a local situation.
In the past, such findings have all too often never reached l the ad-ministrators of small high whools. In some instances, the local highschool principal, though alert to the findings, may have been undulycautious lest his urging of their consideration be construed as outsidedomination.
But increasing indications today point to a new era in eAucation.Local citizens and educators have a heighteneli interest in innovationand new nationwide channels are opening up to report new educa-tional developments. A renewed appretiation of the vital role of ourschools in developing an enlightened citizenry needekl to make ourdemocracy effective is the mast encouraging sign as we enter upmthese new adventures in eduction.
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